
Opening Day Show
　９/１１（SUN） KOENJI  MISSION’S　
16:30/17:00～5:00　 1800 yen＋１drink
Performers：PINK7／ERI／YAMAGATA TWEAKSTER ／Ce Il Chong
（from SKA WAKERs)（Korea）／Dirty Laundry（Taiwan）／Kacksc 
hlacht（Far West Asia・Germany)／White＋（Peking)／ALKSLK／HELL 
Gata（Okinawa)／nora brigade／ballad shot／OMIT VOMIT／Gold 
Rush Era／Netanoyoi／Takahashi Yokiaki／Akio Ishii（Tokyo）
　The Day Before The Closing Show
　９/１６（Fri） LIVE & PUB Nakano MOON STEP
17:30/18:00　1500 yen＋１ｄ
Performers：TAKA SUSHI／nacca（Korea）／MRJ3（Hong Kong)／Human 
Brutality／紹凡shao fan／Hinyang Wong／Billy Walshaw（Taiwan)／
Euseng Seto／Wong Eng Leong（Malaysia)／煖臍（Okinawa)／Geronimo 
Label（Kyoto)／Punk Rocker Labor Union／杣径／TOXIC CONTROL／
Wanpaku Junkies／CABALLERO POLKERS／（Tokyo)
　Closing Day Show
　９/１７（Sat）　Shinjuku Antiknock　
16:00/16:30～22:00　2000 yen＋１ｄ
Performers：Accomplices／No-nonsense Collective（Taiwan)／Lambs
（Far West Asia・Germany)／Wa Rubbers（Okinawa)／PIN PRICK 
PUNISHMENT／BOOViES／CRUCIAL SECTION／THE RODEOS
（Tokyo)
　
EVENT!!!!!!
　
9/11（Sun） – 9/17（Sat） Daily Event Schedule
　★No Entry Photo Exhibition（Malaysia）
Where：Koenji・Fudeno Building Stairway Gallery（１st～５th floors）
Malaysian Photographer Liew Chee Heai from Miyagi Prefecture will 
open a gallery in the Fudeno Building!!
　★《行星 행성 惑星》 Listen to the city Exhibition（Korea）　
When：Weekends13:00-19:00、Weekdays 19:00-22:00　
※on the17th, exhibition goes til17　Where：Suidobashi・Rojitohito
　★Gajio Photo Exhibition 
Where：Koenji・Fudeno Building
　★Asia Underground Trading Post
When：12:00～22:00（Everyday）
Where：Koenji・Shiroto-no-Ran no5, Kagu-niban
　★World Manuke Street Stalls Village
When：12:00～23:00（It depends on the mood）
Where：Koenji・in front of Shiroto-no-ran no5.
　★Infinite International Exchange BAR　
When：around 18:00～until we get bored
Where：Koenji・Nantoka BAR
　SEP.11 sun  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
　★“Asia Street School 01”-Lecture on urban gardening and new 
street design of Hong Kong -
When：11:00~17:00
Venue：Koenji・Shiroto-no-Ran no12
Fee：1000yen（free for foreign guests）
Michael Liang is a young designer and urban gardener based in Hong 
Kong. He has been practicing place making, including a roof-top 
garden, street stall, community farming so on with his design methods 
and skills. This workshop intends to explore new forms of public space 
in Tokyo, through learning and sharing his experiences on a small 
place making practices of Hong Kong.

★Eternal Peace Asia Demonstration！！！！！！！
When：１２：３０gather／1３：００start 　
Gathering point：Kunitachi green area in front of Hitotubashi University 
South Gate 
Performers：YAMAGATA Tweakster（from KOREA）、紹凡shao fan
（from TAIWAN）、Genki Iizou, Bokemaru（from TOKYO) and more!!!
For the opening of No Limit Tokyo Autonomous Zones (9/11-17), we 
decided to make a loud declaration for eternal peace in Asia on the 
streets. Everyone who is gathering in Tokyo from all the underground 
cultural spaces in Asia, let’s walk and dance together!!!!!   

※ In the case of rain, we will gather at Kakekomitei in Yaho to have a 
Eternal Peace Asia Party instead.

★Anti-Olympics From Rio 2016 to Tokyo 2020　
When：１８：００～２１：００　
Where：Shinjuku・IRREGULAR RHYTHM ASYLUM
Speaker: Misako Ichimura / Tetsuo Ogawa (with Japanese-English 
interpreter)

“Welcome to hell!!”　　Cities that bid for and host the Olympic 
/Paralympic Games are seeing a programmatic destruction of liveable 
spaces. Elites in each host country use the name of the Olym 
pic/Paralympic Games to create a situation of exceptions, increasing 
policing, surveillance, and gentrification. It is in such a state that we find 
ourselves in Tokyo in advance of the 2020 Olympic/Paralympic Games. 
Ichimura Misako will give a report back about her recent participation in 
the Rio 2016 anti-Olympics movement and Ogawa Tetsuo will present 
about the current situation in Tokyo.

★The reconstruction project of Asian ethnic tattoo 
by Keroppi Maeda
When : 17 : 00 ( talk)
Where: Shimokitazawa – Kiryuusha
Fee: Free ( + tipping ) ※ 1 drink order

“Jomon Group" by Oshima Taku, a tattoo artist, and Keroppi Maeda, 
tattoo journalist, explores the revival movement of the world ethnic 
tattoo culture. They are also involved in Japan's “Jomon Era Tattoo" 
reclamation project. In this event, Keroppi Maeda will make a 
presentation on the contemporary ethnic tattoo reconstruction 
movement in Asia and the mystery of the “Jomon tattoo" with photos 
from his new book.

★ Enka-shi Ba ☆ Ishikawa
Music live concert from Nagoya 20: 00
Venue: Shimokitazawa – Kiryuusha
Price: 1 drink order ( + donation )
Cast: Muslim Enka singer, Naoki Ishikawa (Hojya Nasuredin from 
Nagoya)

SEP.12 mon /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

★Park Swan Exhibition (Korea )
When：13:00 ~22:00
Where：Shinjuku・IRREGULAR RHYTHM ASYLUM
＊19:00~ Talk：Park Swan ／Moderator Han Tonhyon（Japan Institute 
of the Moving Image、Sociologist）
 Park Swan is a photographer/video artist based in Seoul. Since 2011, 
he has been documenting the indie music scene of South Korea and 
Japan. In his first solo exhibition at IRA, he will show some of his 
selections from a vast collection of photo and video works that he has 
produced over the last five years. Sound works of related artists at IRA 
will also be on sale. 

★Liu Yong-jin magic class  ( Korea )
When: 14:00 ~16:00
Where : Koenji, Shiroto-no-Ran no12
Fee: 500 yen ( Free for the people from overseas )
 
Liu Young-jin, currently living in Fukuoka, is also active as a professional 
magician in Busan, Korea. This time, he offers us a special magic class 
where anyone can master some of the magic tricks in two hours! For 
those of us who are not good at foreign languages, the magic shall be 
a tool of universal communication for us all. Let’s learn magic tricks 
together!! 

★Jiro Okamura Film Festival ~A wolf rolls the film~ (Nagano)
When: 18 : 00/19 : 00
Venue: Koenji, amateur Riot no12
Fee : Donation +1 drink order
Talk : Jiro Okamura (film director) / Matsumoto Rukitsura (multi- creator)

The last Showa-style bad boy and a lone Japanese indie film director, 
Jiro Okamura, will finally have a screening of his movies! This shall be 
a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for us to watch a variety of his 
masterpieces; mysterious and controversial works that were secretly 
produced in the mountains of Nagano. 7 to 10 of his selected works 
(each around 10 minutes) will be screened. 

★Talk and Performance: Taiwan, 海域（Ocean Home) Wild 
Market
When : 19: 30
Where: Kunitachi , Kakekomi-tei
Price: donation

 On Taiwan's east coast, in the scenic region of Hualien, there is a guest 
house named 海域 (Ocean Home). A festival called 瘋市 (Wild Market) 
is held there every year, bringing people from all over Taiwan and the 
other places. With music, dance, and even a flea market, it is an 
exciting couple of days. What actually is the Wild Market? First, we will 
hear a general explanation of the community, network and culture of 
the Wild Market. Secondly, a mini musical performance will be held by 
Billy Walshaw and shao fan. 

★YAMAGATA TWEAKSTER Talk Event
YamagaTalk vol.1  All about the wonderful Manuke protest ( Korea )
When: 19: 00/19 : 30 start
Venue: Shinjuku, Cafe Lavanderia
Fee : 1000 yen or more + 1drink
 
YAMAGATA Tweakster, an urban guerrilla musician. As a clown of the 
22nd century, his music and dancing have been encouraging the 
people to stand up against injustice. While he always tackles serious 
social issues in Korea, his performance is surprisingly poetic, full of 
humor and vivid colors. Let's learn the way of changing society with love 
and laughter from YAMAGATA Tweakster!! *After the talk, Yamagata 
will give a mini music performance with the "Amateur amplifier" ! !

★Sounds of Spirits　Shyuhei Sanechika Mbira slow live
When：19: 00～　
Where：Shimokitazawa・Kiryuusha　
Price：１drink（＋donation）
The Mbria is an instrument used over 1000 years by the Shona people 
in Zimbabwe, Southern Africa. Shyuhei Sanechika, back from the Wild 
Market on the eastern coast of Taiwan where he resonated deeply with 
the gentleness and the natural vibes of the people there, will perform at 
Kryuusha as a part of NO LIMIT Tokyo Autonomous Zones. 

★NO LIMIT（DJ night）MY REVOLUTION DJ party event!! 
Naruhodo the World
Where: Nakano heavy sick ZERO 
When: 22:00~
Entry: 1000Yen (includes one drink) 
※cannot use Tokyo Autonomous Zone passport

★ The Only DJ Event of its Kind ★ A Gathering of the BEST DJs of the 
underground Tokyo DJ scene! From super real techno, electro, house to 
90’s J-POP, this party is made for dancing and going all out. 
【DJ】MMZK/gonz/tet3/human erorr Works/TAGS/MST-VR/NORI 
TACI BANA/DJ DAI/FURUKAWAnobunagaYudai/nomoneyman/Mor-
ph/dr waxman/NOT/taishin inoue/aki-palladium　
【food】Loca Kitchen　※free wifi

SEP.13 tue  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
　★East Asia Tokyo Olympics!!
When：１４：００～   Where：a park in the city

Let’s get together to play in the park sometime around noon! Soccer! 
Tag! Relays! Japanese games! Running! Flying! Throwing! Falling over! 
Let’s test our body’s limits and find joy! The future is in manuke’s 
hands!!

★ Raging Land of Three Valleys Screening
When：１３：００～１９：００
Where：Koenji・Shiroto no ran 12
Director：Chan Yin Kai, Choi Yuen Villagers（Hong Kong）
Hong Kong／2011／Cantonese／Color／HDV (SD)／310 minutes

In November 2008, it was announced that a small farming village in 
Hong Kong named Choi Yuen would be forced to move for the 
construction of a high-speed railway. This film is the last in a three-part 
series that has continuously documented the resistance of the village’s 
citizens and their supporters since 2009. In addition to everyday farm 
work, the villagers and their supporters debate how to build a new town 
where they will relocate. Their hearts are heavy as they prepare to 
abandon their hometown. In a painstakingly recorded final battle, the 
villagers confront their government as it demolishes their homes with 
bulldozers.

NO LIMIT 〜
東 京 自 治 区

PROGRAM 〜

9.11 -9.17

SUN

SAT

Emergency
For Visitors

If you get sick or injured and need to go to the hospital, 
please call one of the Tokyo Nantoka shops or this number:

★Tokyo Metropolitan Health and Medical Information Center

TEL：03-5285-8181　（9:00AM-8:00PM）
Languages: English/Chinese/Korean/Thai/Spanish

http://www.himawari.metro.tokyo.jp/qq/qq13enmnlt.asp



★East Asia Underground Art Scene Exchange Party
When:18:00~23:00
Where:Jimbocho Bigakko

Artists and performers who use music, arts, and other things to spread 
manuke culture... in any case, those who are using expression as tactics 
and weapons should not be swept away by power structures and 
oppressions, but instead take make new paths of action and placemaking 
to live freely and independently. While drinking and sharing information, 
this event will allow manuke cultural actors like yourselves to get together 
and deepen connections while talking about the Japanese and Asian 
scenes of underground art. For the time being, let’s all get together and see 
what happens!!!

★The making of ODDLAND～A DIY Free Outdoor Festival 
that anyone can do!
When:19:30~20:00
Where:Koenji・Shiroto no Ran 12

The organizers of the entirely free DIY outdoor music festival in Okinawa, 
ODDLAND, will come to Tokyo Autonomous Zones to at last reveal their 
secret tactics! Without any big sponsors or corporate support, sticking with 
the concept of free entry, they made everything by hand and have at this 
point become the largest DIY party in Japan. Crossing barriers between 
scenes and cultures, this festival has become a large inexplicable event that 
can no longer be just be called an outdoor festival. The organizers will 
explain all their tricks from start to finish, leaving no stone unturned!!!

★ASIAN ZINESTER ASYLUM
When:18:00~22:00
Where:Shinjuku・IRREGULAR RHYTHM ASYLUM

Let’s get together and trade zines we’ve written ourselves or want to 
recommend to others. Feel free to present your own exhibitions and 
merchandise. This will be a once in a lifetime opportunity to take actual 
zines from Hong Kong, Korea, Taiwan, China, Thailand, Japan, from all 
over Asia into your own hands and meet the people who wrote them 
themselves. Display Distribute, who will be joining us from Hong Kong, will 
present her project “LIGHT LOGISTICS.”

Distro:No Lady Swears (Tokyo)、Lilmag (Tokyo),Display Distribute (Hong 
Kong）,etc.

★Neng Sheng Xing Factory is coming!　
When:19:30～　
Where:Shimokitazawa・Kiryuusha　
Performers: YUI（Taiwan）／Translator：Yumin
Food:Pirkatanto
Prie:Donation, please order one drink

Neng Sheng Xing Factory is an alternative space in Tainan. It serves as a 
guesthouse and gallery, cafe and factory, and from time to time an organic 
vegetable market. With over ten members, they work together and eat 
together like a family crossing barriers of age and gender. Yui, one of the 
key members of Neng Sheng Xing Factory will give a talk along with 
presenting pictures about their mysterious space at Kiryuusha.

★NU☆MAN Screenprinting workshop　
When：15:00～until closing
Where：Shinjuku・Cafe Lavanderia

SEP.14 wed  /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

★PALESTINE CAFE!　
Where：Koenji・Shiroto no Ran no. 12
Price：1,000yen/day　※includes one arabic coffee
※ Free entry for those not viewing OMAR

16:00~ Merchandise; Exhibition: Hon Yonun 1993 Live (DVD) “The Green 
Country” and “The Battle of Stones” Screening: 18:00 – [Nine to Five] 
(2009, 17 min. Israel, directed by Daniel Gal) Screening: 18:30 – Omar 
(2013, 97 min. Palestine. Directed by Hany Abu-Assad, with Japanese 
subtitles) 15:00-16:00 Discussion: Takahashi Mika, Adachi Masao 21:15  – 
Merchandise and Exhibition (No Limit)

★World’s minor alcohol researcher・Matsumoto Yuki’s 
report on bar wandering in Asia
When: 16:00 ~ 18:00
Where: Koenji・Kitasoko　
An editor living in Koenji enthusiastically quit his job, then went on a wild 
journey with his wife to drink around the world! The drunken writer, who 
has observed the young and the old gathering at bars in different 
countries, will focus on Asia this time and thoroughly analyze drinking 

culture of each country with some rare pictures. Unique alcohol from 
around the world will be served too!   

★NEEDLE DRAWINGS　
MUSIC AND TATTOO LOVERS’ PARTY　
When: 15:00 Open / 15:30 Start
Where: Café★Lavandería
Entry free (※Please order at least 1 drink item.) 
Tipping welcomed for music performance.
Tattooist: Xu Chun-Wei (Taiwan), Li Ningfung (Hong Kong), Horinori 
(Japan)
Music: Warrior Dread feat. MC Gobow and more

Party for tattoo & music lovers!!
Relax and enjoy the whole day with talks about tattoos and good music. 

★【Pirate bakery is coming! Revolution Life Laboratory 
again!】
When： 19:00~    Pirate Utopia’s bread distribution
　　　   20:00~ RLL’s Revolution Life Laboratory
Where： Shimokitazawa ・Kiryusha
Entry free (+tipping)　※Please order at least 1 drink item.

Shiroto no Ran internet radio program “RLL’s Revolution Life Laboratory” 
was on air at 10 p.m. every Sunday (2006 - 2012). In Shimokitazawa, the 
birthplace of Japan’s pirate radio tradition, the three RLL members will 
make one-night reunion for the first time in a long while. Let’s chat like the 
good old days. One of the members of intellipunk’s “Pirate Utopia” will 
bring their own freshly baked yeast bread to Kiryuusha, too. 

★Kotaka Takuro’s Asia Baka Art!
Special guest: FINDARS (Malaysia)
When: 19:00 Open / 19:30 Start
Where: Pundit
Price: 1,000 yen (includes 1 drink)  ※Entry free for overseas customers 
(please order at least 1 drink item.)

Many people joining “NO LIMIT Tokyo Autonomous Zones” are from East 
Asia. Mr. Kotaka, who is quite familiar with baka art & culture in Southeast 
Asia, will give you a perfect opportunity to get information about where in 
Southeast Asia you could find amazing/outrageous people! As special 
guests, members of FINDARS will talk about their activities and recent 
manuke culture in Southeast Asia! Making future overseas trips even more 
fun, this event is a must to attend!

★Goodbye Abe Party! (street party)　
Details TBA

SEP.15 thu  /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

★PALESTINE CAFE!　
Where：Koenji・Shiroto no Ran no. 12
Price：1,000yen/day　※includes one arabic coffee
※ Free entry for those not viewing ARTIST OF FASTING

12:00~ Merchandise, Exhibition: Hon Yonun 1993 Live (DVD) “The Green 
Country” and “The Battle of Stones” Screening: 13:00 – [Nine to Five] 
(2009, 17 min. Israel, directed by Daniel Gal) Screening: 1:30 – Artist of 
Fasting (2016, 104 min. directed by Adachi Masao, *with English subtitles) 
15:00-16:00 Discussion: Takahashi Mika, Adachi Masao

★A3BC Woodblock Print Workshop
When: 15:00 ~ 22:00　
Where: Shinjuku・IRREGULAR RHYTHM ASYLUM
Entry free

Woodblock goes beyond art. It starts moving within our hands. Let’s create 
local collectives through woodblock prints and knit the network! In this 
workshop, participants by themselves or with others can carve plywood 
and print on fabric using oil-based paint. Come join us! Woodblocks, 
tools, and fabrics will be provided. Bring T-shirts or tote bags if you want to 
print on them, too!

★World Manuke Community Summit　
When: 19:00~　
Participant communities: Koenji Kitanaka-dori ・Shiroto no Ran / Taipei ・ 
One Street/ Pusan・agit / Shanghai・Dinghai Qiau Mutual-Aid Society　
Where: Koenji・Shiroto no Ran no. 12　
Many alternative spaces are being built one after another throughout Asia. 
But due to major developments taking place in many cities, interesting 
independent spaces continue to disappear soon after they were created. 
As a countermeasure against such a move, a new tactic is emerging: to 
open many spaces in the same district and try to turn the whole district into 
one interesting area by involving neighbors. This event is to introduce those 

who are creating such community (or “shaku”) in their familiar area and to 
exchange information and discuss strategies with them.  　  

★Live painting with Music: Wanna draw in underground cave?
When: 19:30~ 　
Where: Kunitachi・Kakekomi-tei
Price: tipping　
Guests: Lim Keh Soon (live painting), Wong Eng Leong (video projection) 
(Malaysia / FINDARS), music: Katamaririe、poem: Furu-san

Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia is enjoying rapid economic development, which 
is based on unlimited forest destruction. The government has been 
completely corrupted and is joining hands with large businesses to do 
whatever it wants. The group, while resisting such society, creates and 
manages its independent space for creators like musicians and visual 
artists. It’s FINDARS!  

★NEEDLE DRAWINGS　
MUSIC AND TATTOO LOVERS’ PARTY　
When: 15:00 Open / 15:30 Start
Where: Café★Lavandería
Entry free (※Please order at least 1 drink item.) 
Tipping welcomed for music performance.
Tattooist: Xu Chun-Wei (Taiwan), Li Ningfung (Hong Kong), 
Horinori (Japan)
20:00~ Chida-Genjin’s special music performance

Party for tattoo & music lovers!!
Relax and enjoy the whole day with talks about tattoos and good music. 
　
★Dameren Talk 「Asia Hentai Exchange!」
When: 19:30~
Price: 200 yen (+ 1 drink order)
Where: Waseda・Akane
Guests: Kaminaga Koichi, Pepe Hasegawa, Special guest: Someone from 
Asia whom we meet by that day (anyone really coming?) 

Two Dameren members, who are pursuing a non-capitalist lifestyle 
everyday, will talk frankly with fun Asian people whom they will meet by 
that day (while they cannot speak English at all). There could be tips to have 
a fun and free life in this era smothered in a sense of despair. Competition 
or superiority is worthless. World hentai people forever!!

★Tour! Shop Itokichi from Minamiizu
When: 19:00 Open / 19:30 Start
Where: Shimokitazawa・Kiryusha
Entry free (+tipping）　※Please order at least 1 drink item.

19:30~　Workshop (how to make macrame strap)

20:00~　Talk show (Shimokamo-Onsen shopping street “Community 
space in ‘shutter street’ with many closed-down shops”)

SEP.16 fri  /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

★ALTER CURRY PARTY New dining table vol.3 Special edition for 
「NO LIMIT Tokyo Autonomous Zones」　
Talk live “empty sky” by Masaki Takashi (Annapurna Farm)
When: 19:00 ~
Where: IRREGULAR RHYTHM ASYLUM　
Food: free curry (provided by Chaosfoods)

Mr. Masaki Takashi from “Hanatori Village” (Annapurna Farm) in Aso of 
Kumamoto Prefecture uses the core concepts of Indian philosophy, Advaita 
(non-dualism) and Ahimsa (non-violence) to talk about the dying present 
civilization and the following new civilization, as well as tasks in Japan and 
East Asia.

★KUZOKU meets Radio Maroon ROOTS REBEL ISAN 
~Thailand’s music for resistance~ For “Bangkok Nites”
When: 19：30 Open / 20：00 Start
Where: Shinjuku・Café★Lavandería
Entry free　※1 drink order + tipping
※Entry might not be accepted when the venue is full.
Guest: Aizawa Toranosuke (Filmmakers’ group KUZOKU, Radio Maroon 
(Group of objection making DJs))

KUZOKU’s latest film “Bangkok Nites”, all shot in Thailand and Laos with 
the theme “prostitute, paradise, colony”, will be shown nationwide in 
Japan starting in February 2017 at Theatre Shinjuku. The key in the film is 
Thailand’s northeast Isan region and Isan music. The world of “Bangkok 
Nites” will be highlighted through Isan music, which can be described as 
the music for resistance.

Host・More info: Mosakusha  TEL: 03-3352-3557

★Yamashita Hikaru 「Quit temp jobs School」@ Asia　
When: 14:00 ~ 16:00　
Where: Koenji・Kitasouko　
Price: 1,000 yen for Japanese / Free for overseas guests with NO LIMIT 
Passport  ※English translation provided

Find something as close as what you love and with certain demand in the 
society. Then, make a job out of it so you can live with less stress than a 
part-time job would cause. This school is to learn the theory and put it into 
practice.

★Hong Kong Umbrella Movement Photo Exhibition
When: 12:00 ~ 20.00
Where: Koenji・Shiroto no Ran no.12

Umbrella Movement is the movement for democratization occurred in 
2014 when citizens occupied several key areas of Hong Kong for over 2 
months. They stood up, calling for a just and democratic election system 
and created autonomous zones in streets such as Central, Mong Kok, and 
Causeway Bay. The exhibition is the record of Umbrella Movement taken 
by the people.

Talk: ★Two years after Umbrella Movement ・What’s now 
in Hong Kong
When: 18:00~
Talk event & drinking party with journalist Wani Yasuo, who has been 
covering events in Hong Kong for many years, and a Japanese resident in 
Hong Kong who took part in Umbrella Movement.

★East Asia☆Dangerous Girls Party on the street
When：19:00~　
Where：Plaza north of Koenji Station (possibility of changing location 
partway through)

Hanging around in the street is an Asian tradition! With so many masters 
of hanging around in public spaces gathering from around Asia, let’s have 
an outdoors drinking party～♪ 
BYOB: bring drinks and snacks. Who should come: Girls! People who were 
girls! People who might become girls! People who aren’t girls!

★Mysterious Tent Village!
When： Friday, Sept. 16 ~ Saturday, Sept. 17
Where: Somewhere in Tama (Information will be sent out only through the 
grapevine. Ask someone to find out how to get there.)
Rain or shine, you are welcome to bring drinks, food, a tent, a sleeping 
bag, or even a musical instrument (unplugged). Find where it takes place 
through the grapevine and share this wonderful time and space together. 

SEP.17 sat  /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

★”Asia Parade of Fools~Isolationist Policy Isn’t Good” 
Demonstration
When: Afternoon     Where: Shinjuku (tentative)

★Hong Kong Umbrella Movement Photo Exhibition 
When：12:00 ~ 20:00
Where：Koenji・Shiroto no Ran no. 12　

★《行星 행성 惑星》 Live　
Time：19:30 / 20:00　
Place：Jinbocho・Rojitohito　
Price：1,500Yen
Performers：Uguisuiro、Kenji Kubota 、Aiko Sakamoto、Ozeki Chie

Extras//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
　★Busan・Coffeeshop Hiyo（Korea）　
Dates：９/９~１０　Time：around lunchtime
Venue：Koenji・Nantoka Bar　

★Radio Kosaten　
Date：９/１８　Time：19:00～　
http://kosaten.org/radko

★Yasushi Kurihara × Matumoto Hajime
「Promoting the Manuke Insurrection」
Date：９/２１(Weds)　Time：19:30/20:00～22:00
Venue：Shimokitazawa・Bookstore B&B
Price：1500 yen ＋ 1 drink



ONIGIRI SPOT
Meals free to anyone with a NO LIMIT passport！ Meals by donation for those without a passport!

★KOENJI

Nantoka BAR
Dates：９/１２（Mon）～９/１６（Fri）
Time：around lunchtime

★TAMA

Kakekomi-tei
Dates：９/１３（Tues）、９/１５（Thurs）
Time：１１：００～１３：００
＊「Let’s make and eat food together」Meeting

★SUIDOBASHI

Rojitohito
Dates：９/１２、１３、１５、１６
Time:１９：３０～２１：３０
＊rice balls, yakiudon, houtou etc

★SHINJYUKU

IRREGULAR RHYTHM ASYLUM
Dates：９/１１（Sun）～９/１７（Sat）
Time：１４：００～１８：００
＊Rice balls and Curry

Cafe Lavanderia 
Dates：９/１１（Sun）～９/１７（Sat）
Time：１８：００～close
＊Rice balls (plain salt)

Police!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 
Nuclear power plant!!

Standard Japanese!!!!!!!

MAP
Kouenji CLUB MISSION’S
4-52-１, Minami, Koenji, Suginami-ku, Tokyo
TEL:03-5888-5605

LIVE & PUB MOON STEP
5-39-16, Chuo, Nakano-ku, Tokyo
TEL:03-3380-7739

Shinjyuku Antiknock
4-3-15-B1F, Shinjuku,  Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo
TEL:03-3350-5670

★KOUENJI////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Shirouto no ran NO.12 
3-8-12-2F, Kita, kouenji, Suginamu-ku, Tokyo

pundit’
Ditto　TEL:０９０－２５８８－９９０５

KITASOKO
3-41-8-B1, Kita, kouenji, Suginamu-ku, Tokyo
TEL:090-8972-1983

NANTOKA BAR
3-4-12, Kita, kouenji, Suginamu-ku, Tokyo
TEL:080-3177-1905

★SHIMOKITAZAWA/////////////////////

Kiryusya 
5-29-17, Daisawa, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo
TEL:03-3410-0024

★KUNITACHI/////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Kakekomi tei
 1-17-12-B1, Fujimidai, Kunitachi-shi, Tokyo
TEL:042-574-3602

★JINBOCHO//////////////////////////////////////////////////

Bigakko
2-20-3F, Jinbocho, Kanda, Chiyda-ku, Tokyo　　
TEL:03-3262-2529

★SHINJYUKU////////////////////////////////////////////////

Café★Lavandería
2-12-9 Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku,Tokyo
TEL:03-3341-4845

IRREGULAR RHYTHM ASYLUM
1-30-12-302 Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku,Tokyo 
TEL:03-3352-6916
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★NAKANO/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

NAKANO heavysick Zero
5-41-8, Nakano, Nakano-ku, Tokyo
TEL:03-5380-1413 
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